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Introduction

Event-by-event fluctuation of the ratio of
multiplicities of charged and neutral particles
at forward rapidity in Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 & 39 GeV has been studied. As

the detected charged and neutral particles are
mostly from the charged pions and the decay
of neutral pions respectively, this analysis ad-
dresses isospin fluctuation of pions. Signals of
anomalous fluctuation in the relative pion pro-
duction of different isospin predicted to occur
for a system going through the QCD chiral
phase transition[1]. This is expected to ap-
pear in the form of charged and neutral anti-
correlation and has been searched previously
in SPS (Pb+Pb) and Minimax (p+p) experi-
ments. Our study in the STAR experiment at
RHIC includes measurements of charged par-
ticles and photon multiplicity using the For-
ward Time Projection chamber (FTPC) and
the Photon Multiplicity Detector (PMD) re-
spectively.

Experiment

The measurement of charged and photon
multiplicities is done within pseudo-rapidity
interval of -3.7 < η < -2.8. For the mea-
surement of charged tracks using FTPC the
quality criteria used for charged track selec-
tion are, DCA<3 cm, 0.1< pT <1.5 GeV/c,
and number of fit points >5. For photon-
hadron discrimination, we apply a threshold
on PMD clusters of 6×MIP(Minimum ionizing
particle) energy deposition and select clusters
with number of cells > 1. The collision cen-
trality determination is done from the uncor-
rected multiplicity distribution of the charged
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FIG. 1: Multiplicity distribution of charged par-
ticles and photons respectively for 0-5% top cen-
trality. The solid lines represent Gaussian fits to
Real event data points.

tracks measured by Time Projection Cham-
ber (TPC). For mixed event analysis we keep
total number of raw tracks of FTPC and clus-
ters of PMD to be constant. We mix events
in a given centrality and with collision vertex
bin of 10 cm. All the simulations using dif-
ferent event generators like AMPT, UrQMD
and HIJING [4] are done using similar kine-
matic cuts as used for data. The observables
for charge-to-neutral fluctuation have to be ro-
bust against detector efficiencies and at the
same time sensitive to small signals of γ − ch

correlation. The observable νγ−chdyn was intro-

duced in Ref [2] and is defined as

νγ−chdyn = 〈Nch(Nch−1)〉
〈Nch〉2

+
〈Nγ(Nγ−1)〉
〈Nγ〉2

− 2
〈NchNγ〉
〈Nγ〉〈Nch〉

which for Poissonian case should give zero.
The variable rm,1, introduced in Ref[3] is de-
fined as

rγ−chm,1 =
〈Nch(Nch−1)..(Nch−m+1)Nγ〉〈Nch〉
〈Nch(Nch−1)..(Nch−m)〉〈Nγ〉 .

It is designed such that for all the moments it
gives a value equal to 1 for Poisson case and
higher order moments show larger sensitivity
to signals.
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FIG. 2: Left: Variation of νdyn number of participants. Middle: Variation of rm,1 with its order m.
The solid lines represent fits by functional for described in the text. Right: Energy dependance of νdyn.

Results and discussion
Fig.1 shows the multiplicity distribution of

charged tracks and photons-like clusters de-
tected by FTPC and PMD respectively. In

Fig.2 left we plot the variable νγ−chdyn with Npart

for real and mixed events. We have fitted the
data points for real events with a function of
the form A + B/Npart (χ2/dof = 1.1/6). In
the same plot we show the Raw HIJING and
HIJING + GEANT results for comparison.
The middle panel of Fig.2 shows the varia-
tion of rm,1 with its higher order moments for
0 − 5% centrality. The data points are fitted
with a function of the form 1 − mξ/(m + 1)
with ξ being a free parameter can be shown
to be related to strength of anti-correlation[5].
The right plot of Fig.2 shows the multiplic-
ity dependance of νdyn for 200 GeV and 39
GeV both fitted with functions of the form
A + B/

√
NγNch (χ2/dof = 1.44/6 & 0.13/6

respectively). For a given multiplicity νdyn is
higher for higher energy.

Summary and conclusion
Charge-to-neutral multiplicity fluctuation

has been studied in forward rapidity. Data
was compared to Raw HIJING, mixed event
and GEANT Simulation. Energy dependence
of fluctuation variable was studied for 200
GeV and 39 GeV. The variable νdyn seems to
be close to zero (Poissonian) for HIJING and
Mixed-Event. For data it has non-zero val-

ues which implies presence of non statistical
fluctuation.

The GEANT simulation results are also
very close to zero except towards lower cen-
trality it is slightly negative. Which is
also consistent with Poissonian case with
some contamination effect. The data values
are positive which indicate the presence of

anti-correlation signal. νγ−chdyn shows a A+

B/X(X = Npart,
√
NγNch) type centrality

dependence for both energies. This depen-
dance is consistent with the prediction of Cen-
tral Limit Theorem(CLT)[5].

Higher moments of rm,1 show opposite
trend (slope) compared to different models
and GEANT simulation. Data has stronger
dependence (higher ξ) than mixed event with
m which is consistent with signals of anti-
correlation [5]. Both the variables give similar
conclusion that we observe a non-zero dynam-
ical signal in the form of anti-correlation and
has higher strength for 200 GeV than 39 GeV.
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